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Given an irrational : in [0, 1), we ask for which values of # in [0, 1) the sums
C(m, :, #) := :
1nm
([n:+#]& 12)
are bounded from above or from below for all m. When the partial quotients in the
continued fraction expansion of :=[0, a1 , a2 , ...] are bounded, say aiA, we give
a necessary condition on # (involving the non-homogeneous continued fraction
expansion of # with respect to :). When the ai2 we give examples of # that cause
one-sided boundedness. In particular, when 2aiA and the a2i&1 (respectively
a2i) are all even, we call deduce that C(m, :, #) is bounded from below (resp. above)
if and only if #=[ 12 :+s:] (resp. #=[
1
2 :+s:]) for some integer s. The sums
|C(m, :, #)| are always unbounded with |C(m, :, #)|>c log m for infinitely many m.
 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We suppose throughout that : and # are real numbers in [0, 1) and that
: is irrational. In [9] we showed how the continued fraction expansion of
:=[0, a1 , a2 , ...] could be used to give a simple explicit formula for the
sum
C(m, :, #) := :
1nm
([n:+#]& 12),
where [x] denotes the fractional part of x. This generalised a formula of
Brown and Shiue [2] that dealt with the homogeneous case #=0. Under
the assumption of bounded partial quotients, aiA, Hardy and Littlewood
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[5] showed that when #=0 these sums are unbounded in both directions,
in particular that C(m, :, 0)>dA log m and C(m, :, 0)<&dA log m both
hold for infinitely many m (Brown and Shiue [2] gave the explicit constant
dA=(7 } 64(A+1)2 log(A+1))&1). For general # this is no longer guar-
anteed, although we show in Theorem 1 below that the sums can only be
one-sidedly bounded if # is of a very special form. Geometrically C(m, :, #)
can be thought of as representing the difference between the number of
lattice points inside the right-angled triangle bounded by the x and y axes
and the line y=:(m&x)+# and its area, where points on the sides of the
triangle are counted as half points (see also Hardy and Littlewood [5,
Problem A]). Thus being bounded from below or from above corresponds
to shifts # where approximating by the area is predominately an over- or
an under-estimate.
When the ai2 we explicitly give, in Theorem 2 below, examples of # for
which the sums are indeed one-sidedly bounded. As an immediate corollary
of Theorems 1 and 2, when the quotients ai are all even and bounded,
2aiA, we can say exactly when boundedness occurs:
Proposition 1. Suppose that the partial quotients of : are bounded,
2aiA, and that the odd indexed quotients a2i&1 (resp. even indexed
quotients a2i) are even, then C(m, :, #) is bounded from below (resp. above)
if and only if #=[ 12+s:] (resp. #=[
1
2 :+s:]) for some integer s.
When odd partial quotients are allowed we give a restriction on the non-
homogeneous partial quotients, ci , that can occur in the non-homogeneous
continued fraction expansion of # with respect to :, if the sums are one-
sidedly bounded. We recall (see [1] or [9] for more details) that the ai
and ci are generated iteratively by
an+1 :=\ 1:n  , :n+1 :={
1
:n= , :0 :=[:],
cn+1 :=\#n:n  , #n+1 :={
#n
:n= , #0 :=[#].
With pi qi denoting as usual the i th convergent to :, we define
pn+1 :=an+1pn+ pn&1 , p&1 :=1, p&2 :=0,





=(&1) i :0 } } } :i .
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(ii) if ci=ai then ci+1=0,
(iii) the sequence of ci does not end in ai , 0, ai+2 , 0, ai+4 , 0, ... .



















































Hence it is not surprising that lower boundedness of C(m, :, #) is
associated with # satisfying
c2i&1= 12 (a2i&1+$2i&1), c2i=0, (1.1)
with $2i&1 small, and upper boundedness with # having
c2i&1=0, c2i= 12 (a2i&$2i). (1.2)
In the cases of interest, the $i # [0, &1, 1].
Theorem 1. If C(m, :, #) is bounded from below (resp. above) for all m
then the nonhomogeneous partial quotients of # with respect to : satisfy (1.1)
(resp. (1.2)) for almost all i. If the partial quotients of : are bounded, aiA,
then
$2i&1={0,\1,
if a2i&1 is even,
if a2i&1 is odd,
\resp. $2i={0,\1,
if a2i is even,
if a2i is odd, + (1.3)
for almost all i.
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For odd ai this still leaves some ambiguity in the choice of the
plus-minus sign. For # satisfying (1.1) (resp. (1.2)) for all i we define
w2n&1 := :
in




$2i&1 |=2i&2 | , \resp. *2n := :i>n $2i |=2i&1|+ . (1.5)
We note that not all choices of $i # [1, &1] produce one-sided boundedness:
Lemma 1. Suppose that the expansion of # with respect to : satisfies
(1.1) (resp. (1.2)) for all i.
If, for some constant c>0, there are infinitely many k=2n&1 (resp.
k=2n) with
}wk+ *k|=k&1| qk&1 }qk&1+cqk , (1.6)
or
}wk& *k|=k | qk }qk&1+:k+1qk+cqk , (1.7)
then the sums C(m, :, #) are unbounded from below (resp. above).
In particular, if the partial quotients of : are bounded, aiA,
and C(m, :, #) is bounded from below (resp. above), then the sequence of
$2i&1 (resp. $2i) eventually consists only of 0, \1 and cannot contain
infinitely many blocks of the form ..., &1, &1, &1, ... or ..., 1, 1, 1, ... or
..., 1, 1, &1, &1, ... or ..., &1, &1, 1, 1, ... .
The boundedness condition on the quotients is definitely needed here.
For example Dupain and So s [3] showed that taking a2n&1=1, a2n=n3,
produces sums C(m, :, 0) bounded from below (the constant sequence
$2k&1=&1 is allowed in this case as the c corresponding to (1.6) are not
constant but of order k&3, giving negative contributions which are
summable). Interestingly #=0 does satisfy (1.3) in this case, although the
boundedness condition is probably required in Theorem 1.
When all the a2i&1 or a2i are even, Theorem 1 plainly gives a precise
description of (all but finitely many of ) the ci required for the appropriate














Changing a finite number of the ci changes # in a fairly harmless way:
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Then ci=c$i for almost all i if and only if #=[s:+#$] for some integer s.
Further, such finite changes can have no effect on boundedness.
Lemma 3. If s= ti=1 xiqi&1 for some xi # Z, then




In particular if the nonhomogeneous partial quotients ci and c$i of # and #$
differ for only finitely many i then




Thus Theorem 1 gives us the necessity of the condition in the Proposi-
tion. The sufficiency follows from the examples of one-sided boundedness
constructed in Theorem 2 below. We show that when the ai2, taking the
non-zero $2i&1 (resp. $2i) to alternate in sign guarantees one-sidedly
bounded sums. Let a2ni&1 denote the i th odd-indexed odd partial quotient






(&1) i |=2ni&2 |, *$* := :

i=1
(&1) i |=2mi&1|. (1.8)




Theorem 2. Suppose that the partial quotients of : satisfy ai2. Then
C(m, :, 12 (1\**))&max(0, \
1
2**).
For upper boundedness the same approach can be used to show that if
the ai2 then





Notice that we do not need to assume that the ai are bounded from above
here. The examples in Theorem 2 are presumably not always the only
suitable #. If the a2i&1 are all even we show more precisely that
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min
q2t&2m<q2t&1




2 |=2t&2 | (q2t&2+1), (1.9)
min
q2t&1m<q2t




2 |=2t | (q2t&1). (1.10)
Similarly if the a2i are all even then one can show that
max
q2t&2m<q2t








Notice that (1.1) and (1.2) can’t both hold unless #=[s:] for some
integer :. Recalling that |C(m, :, 0)| is always unbounded (Ostrowski [8]
and Hardy and Littlewood [5] showed that |C(m, :, 0)|c log m infinitely
often) we immediately deduce that |C(m, :, #)| is always unbounded. This
also follows easily from ergodic theory results of Furstenberg et al. [4,
Theorem 2.1]. We give here the quantitative version:
Lemma 4. For any : and # there are infinitely many m with |C(m, :, #)|
>9 } 10&10 log m.
As shown in [9], log m is the optimal rate of growth. We have certainly
not tried to obtain the best possible constant here. For #=0 Ostrowski [8]
gave c=1720, Brown and Shiue [2] improved this to 1256.
Finally we observe the simple relations
Lemma 5.
C(m, :, #)=&C(m, 1&:, 1&#)
&{1,0,
if n:+# # Z for some nm;
otherwise.
Furthermore, for any m<qt , we have
|C(qt&m, :, #)&C(m, :, 1&#)|< 132 .
Thus C(m, :, #) is bounded from above or below if and only if
C(m, :, 1&#) is so bounded. Notice that if the coefficients ci of # satisfy
(1.1) (resp. (1.2)) then (1&#) has coefficients c$i satisfying (1.1) (resp. (1.2))
with $$2i&1=&$2i&1 (resp. $$2i=&$2i) for almost all i. Hence the symmetry
in Lemma 1. Using the property that C(m, :, #) is bounded from below
(resp. above) if and only if C(m, 1&:, #) is bounded from above (resp.
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below) we can readily deduce (1.2) from (1.1) and vice versa. To see this
simply observe that
1&:=[0, 1, a1&1, a2 , a3 , ...], if a12,
with convergents
p$i+1=qi& pi , q$i+1=q i , |=$i+1|= |=i |, i0, (1.11)
(if a1=1 then 1&:=[0, a2+1, a3 , a4 , ...] and the indices are shifted one
down rather than one up). Hence, apart from a finite number of changes,
the expansion for # with respect to : gives the expansion with respect to
(1&:) with the subscripts shifted by one.
We remark that Dupain and So s [3] have given exact conditions on #
for one-sided boundedness of the related sums
2m(1&#, :) :=C(m, :, #)&C(m, :, 0)
under the restriction of bounded quotients, aiA. In particular they
showed that 2m( 12 , :) (resp. 2m(1&
1
2:, :)) is also bounded from below
(resp. above) when the a2i&1 (resp. a2i) are all even. The behaviour of these
sums, though, is really quite different; indeed they can even be bounded
from both sides: Kesten [7] showed that |2m(1&#, :)| is bounded if
and only if #=[s:] for some integer s. Proving boundedness results
for C(m, :, #) appears to be intrinsically more complicated than for
2m(1&#, :), since as we shall see the dependence on the coefficients zi in
the Ostrowski expansion of m=z1q0+ } } } +zkqk&1 (see below) is essen-
tially quadratic rather than linear. The sums 2m(1&#, :) occur in the study






where /I (x) denotes the characteristic function of the interval I.
In Section 2 we introduce the notation and results that we shall need
from [9]. In Section 3 we give the proof of Theorem 1, in Section 4 the
proofs of the lemmas, and finally in Section 5 the proof of Theorem 2. For
ease of reference we restate the results as they are proved. In view of the
symmetry observations above we concentrate only on lower boundedness.
2. NOTATION
We summarise the notation used and give the formula for C(m, :, #)
shown in [9]:
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Recall that any m<qt can be uniquely represented in the form




(3) if zi=ai then zi&1=0,
(usually referred to as the Ostrowski expansion of m, but called the
Zeckendorf representation of m in [2]). We write mj for the appropriate
subsum  ji=1 ziq i&1 .
Defining the parameters ;n , un and vn
;n=;n(:, #) :={[#qn&1],1&[#qn&1],
if n is even,
if n is odd,
un=un(:, #) :=min {k # N } wk:+#x{\k pn&1qn&1 +#= ,
and
vn=vn(:, #) := :
n
i=1
(&1)n&i c iqi&1 ,






(or =0 if n is odd),
(or =0 if n is even).
When n is odd, we have
qn+qn&1&vn , if cn {0 (or cn=0 and #nqn&1vn&1)
and cn+1=0,
un={qn&vn , if cn {0 (or cn=0 and #nqn&1vn&1)and cn+1 {0,vn&1 , if cn=0 and #nqn&1<vn&1 ,
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and when n is even
un={
qn&1+vn ,
if cn {0 (or cn=0 and #n qn&1vn&1),
qn+qn&1&vn&1 ,
if cn=0 and #n qn&1<vn&1 and :n+#n<1,
qn+2qn&1&vn&1 ,
if cn=0 and #n qn&1<vn&1 and :n+#n1.
In [9] we showed that if m=z1q0+ } } } +ztqt&1 then
C(m, :, #)= :
t
i=1





zi |=i&1| (mi+mi&1+1)+\;i&12+ zi






When the coefficients ci in the expansion of #=i=1 ci |=i&1| satisfy
(1.1) for all i, it proves convenient to rewrite this in terms of the parameters

























it is readily checked that
M2i (m2i , :, #)= 12 z2i&
1
2z2i |=2i&1| (m2i+m2i&1+1+w2i&1)
+ 12z2i *2i&1 q2i&1 (2.2)
and
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where
+j (m) :={1,0,
if m< 12 (qj&2&wj&2&} j&2),
if m 12 (qj&2&wj&2&} j&2),
,
}j={1,0,
if j is even,
if j is odd.
Similarly if the coefficients in the expansion of #$ satisfy (1.2) for all i we
can write
M2i&1(m2i&1 , :, #$)= 12 z2i&1&
1
2z2i&1 |=2i&2 | (m2i&1+m2i&2+2+w2i&2)
+ 12z2i&1*2i&2 q2i&2
and
&M2i (m2i , :, #$)= 12 z2i |=2i&1| (m2i+m2i&1+2+w2i)+
1
2z2i*2iq2i&1
&(z2i& 12 (a2i&$2i)&+2i (m2i&1))
+.
Since the formulae for C(m, :, #) and &C(m, :, #$) are so similar (with the
roles of odd and even subscripts interchanged) we shall concentrate on
obtaining the lower bounds for C(m, :, #) (upper bounds for C(m, :, #$)
being proved in a similar manner).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Theorem 1. If C(m, :, #) is bounded from below then the c2i=0 for a.a.
i. If the partial quotients are bounded then c2i&1= 12 (a2i&1+$2i&1) with
$2i&1 # [0, 1, &1] for a.a. i.
Proof. We assume that C(m, :, #) is bounded from below, and that #
has expansion #=i=1 ci |=i&1| with respect to :. From Lemma 5 we
know that C(m, 1&:, #) is bounded from above (this sum being essentially
&C(qt&m, :, #)). We assume that a12 and set c1=c2=0 (from
Lemma 3 we are allowed to change finitely many of the ci). Setting
:$=1&:, we write #=i=1 c$i |=$i&1| for the expansion of # with respect to
:$, p$i q$i for the convergents to :$, and so forth. As observed in (1.11) we
have :$=[0, 1, a1&1, a2 , a3 , ...] and for i0
p$i+1=qi& pi , q$i+1=qi , |=$i+1|= |=i |,
c$i+1=ci , v$i+1=vi , #$i+1=#i .
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If a1=1 then the subscripts are shifted one down rather than one up;
otherwise the argument remains the same. We show that lower bounded-
ness of C(m, :, #) forces c2i=0 for almost all i.
Suppose that there are infinitely many c2n {0. For some subsequence ni
of these n we set m(t)=ti=1 c2ni q2ni&1 . Since c2n {0 we have u2n=






Hence for each n=ni
M2n=&12c2n |=2n&1| (c2n q2n&1+(2m2n&1+1)&2v2n
&2#2nq2n&1+q2n+:2nq2n&1)
& 12c2n |=2n&1| T1 ,
where
T1=c2nq2n&1&2v2n&2#2n q2n&1+q2n+:2n q2n&1 .
















where ni is a subsequence chosen thinly enough that m$2ni<q2ni&2+v2ni&1
(since there must be infinitely many j with c2j {a2j , and hence v2n&2
q2n&2&q2j&1 for all n> j, this will certainly hold if we ensure that there is
at least one such j strictly between each of the ni).
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for each n=ni and
&M$2n+1= 12z$2n+1 |=2n&1| ((a2n&c2n+r2n) q2n&1+(2m$2n+1)+2v2n
+2#2n q2n&1&q2n&:2nq2n&1)
 12z$2n+1 |=2n&1| T2 ,
where
T2=(a2n&c2n) q2n&1+2v2n+2#2n q2n&1&q2n&:2nq2n&1 .
Observing that T1+T2=a2nq2n&1 , we can plainly find an infinite sub-
sequence ni with either T1 12 a2nq2n&1 for all n=ni or a sequence with
















giving C(m(t), :, #) & 112 t, in the second case C(m(t)$, 1&:, #)
1
12 t.
Since boundedness prevents either of these from occurring we must have
c2n=0 for almost all n.
We assume that that the expansion of # satisfies (1.1) for all i. We show
that for any fixed constant c>0
}w2k&1+ *2k&1|=2k&2 | q2k&2 }q2k&2+cq2k&1 , (3.1)
or
}w2k&1& *2k&1|=2k&1| q2k&1 }q2k&2+:2k q2k&1+cq2k&1 , (3.2)
can hold for at most finitely many k.
Suppose that there are infinitely many k satisfying (3.1) for some
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(otherwise consider &$2i&1 and 1&#). Take a subsequence n i of these k
and set m(t)= ti=1 q2ni&2 , with the ni far enough apart that
(2m2ni&2+1)<
1






































giving a C(m(t), :, #) unbounded from below.
Now assume that the partial quotients of : are bounded, say aiA. To
obtain (1.3) it is enough to show that $2k&12 for infinitely many k would
imply (3.1) or (3.2) for some constant c>0 and infinitely many k.
Since |$2i&1|a2i&1 for all i we note the rough bounds










, (A+1) q j&1qj .
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q2k&2+(A+1)&1 (A+2)&1 q2k&1 .
Considering #$=(1&#) likewise rules out $$2k&1=&$2k&13. Hence we
must have $2k&1 # [0, \1, \2] for almost all k. Suppose that $2k&1=2.
If $2k&3=&1 and w2k&50, or if $2k&3&2, then







&q2k&4&:2k&2q2k&3&(A+1)&1 (A+2)&1 q2k&3 .
If $2k+1=&1 and *2k+30, or if $2k+1 &2, then







If $2k&3=&1 and w2k&5>0, or $2k&30, and either $2k+1=&1 and
*2k+3>0, or $2k+10, we have
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using the rough bounds
q2k&4 12 ((a2k&2a2k&3+1) q2k&4+(a2k&2&1) q2k&5)=
1
2 (q2k&2&q2k&5)
and :2k :2k&1=(a2k(a2k+1+:2k+1)+1)&1< 12 .
Hence $2k&1=2 (or equivalently &2) at most finitely many times, and
$2k&1=0 or \1 for almost all k. K
4. PROOFS OF THE LEMMAS
Lemma 1. If the sum C(m, :, #) is bounded from below then the sequence
[$2i&1]i=1 cannot satisfy (1.6) or (1.7) for infinitely many odd k. In
particular if the partial quotients of : are bounded then [$2i&1]i=1 cannot
contain infinitely many $2i&1  [0, 1, &1], or infinitely many blocks
&1, &1, &1 or 1, 1, 1 or &1, &1, 1, 1 or 1, 1, &1, &1.
Proof. The conditions (1.6) and (1.7) follow from (3.1) and (3.2) in the
proof of Theorem 1. We assume that the partial quotients are bounded,
aiA, and that $2i&1 # [0, \1] for almost all i. Suppose that there are











|=2j&2 | &|=2n |+|=2n+1|<0.
Hence (1.6) holds with c=(A+1)&5.
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and
&*2n&1|=2n |+|=2n+2 |& :

j=n+3
|=2j&2 ||=2n |+|=2n+2 |&|=2n+3 |> |=2n |,
giving (1.7) with c=(A+1)&5.
The blocks $2n&3=$2n&1=$2n+1=1 and $2n&3=$2n&1=&1, $2n+1=
$2n+3=1 are likewise ruled out by considering (1&#), and the conditions
on the $2i for upper boundedness obtained by considering (1&:). K
Lemma 2. The alpha expansions of # and #$ eventually coincide iff
#=#$+n:+m for some integers n, m.
Proof. One direction is easy. If #=i=1 ci |=i&1| and #$=

i=1 c$i |=i&1|









(&1)i&1 (ci&c$i) qi&1 , s= :
N
i=1
(&1)i&1 (ci&c$i) pi&1 .
Conversely, suppose that # and #$ satisfy #=#$+r:&s for some integers
r and s. We suppose that r is negative and that &r has Ostrowski represen-











(a2i&1&z2i&1) |=2i&2 |+|=2N&1|= .
Hence it is enough to show that for any k0 the expansion of
[#$+|=k&1|] differs by at most finitely many terms from the expansion of
#$. We proceed by induction on k, noting that |=&1|=1 has no effect.
If c$k&1=ak&1 , k2, then it is clear from the relation
ak&1 |=k&2 |+|=k&1|= |=k&3 |
that the net result of adding |=k&1| is to remove c$k&1 and add |=k&3 |.
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If c$k=ak&1 and c$k+1 {0
(ak&1) |=k&1|+|=k&1|+c$k+1 |=k |=|=k&2 |+(c$k+1&1) |=2k |
and the effect is to remove c$k , decrease c$k+1 by one and add |=k&2 |.





= |=k&2 |+|=k&1|& |=k+2l&2 |+c$k+2l |=k+2l&1|
= |=k&2 |+ :
l&2
j=0
ak+2j+1 |=k+2j |+(ak+2l&1&1) |=k+2l&2 |
+(c$k+2l+1) |=k+2l&1|,
where, if c$k+2l=ak+2l&1 and c$k+2l+1 {0,
(ak+2l&1&1) |=k+2l&2 |+ak+2l |=2k+l&1|+c$k+2l+1 |=k+2l |
=ak+2l&1 |=k+2l&2 |+(c$k+2l+1&1) |=k+2l |.
In the remaining cases simply replacing c$k by c$k+1 yields a valid
expansion. K
Lemma 3. If s=ti=1 x iqi&1 with xi # Z then |C(m, :, [:s+#])&
C(m, :, #)|3  ti=1 |xi |.
Proof. Clearly it is enough to show the result for s=qi and invoke
induction. Plainly
C(m, :, [qi :+#])= :
qi<nm+qi
([n:+#]& 12)
=C(m, :, #)+C(qi , :, [m:+#])&C(q i , :, #),
and the claim follows from the bound |C(qi , :, #$)| 32 which is an easy
consequence of formula (2.1) (cf. [9, Corollary 1]).
Notice that if #=i=1 ci |=i&1| and #$=






(&1) i&1 (c$i&ci) q i&1 . K
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Lemma 4. For any : and # there are infinitely many m with
|C(m, :, #)|9 } 10&10 log m.
Proof. We set k0=15000 and define
St :=[it : ci {0, and either ci {ai or ci&1=ci&2=0].
Suppose first that i # St ci<k0 t for all sufficiently large t. Then, for large
t, the ci , for it, must consist of r<k0 t blocks of the form cni , cni+1 ,
ani+2 , 0, ..., ani+2ki , 0 with ni or ni+1 in St , and #=
r
i=1 (cni |=ni&1|+
(cni+1+1) |=ni |&|=ni+2ki | )+

i=t+1 ci |=i&1|. Thus, writing #(t) :=#t |=t&1|
=i>t ci |=i&1|, by Lemma 3 we have




|C(m, :, #(t))|&9k0 t.
Notice that for m<qt we have
C(m, :, #(t))=C(m, :, 0)+#(t) m
with #(t) m<1 (this can be seen easily from the formula, or directly from
the sum on noting that &n:&>|=t&1| for any n<qt). Noting that the
slowest growth in convergent denominators occurs for := 12 (- 5&1) we
have qt( 12(- 5+1))t&1 and, for any qt&1m<qt ,
|C(m, :, #)||C(m, :, 0)|&1&9k0 t
|C(m, :, 0)|&1&9k0 \ log mlog 12 (- 5+1)+2+ .
By results of Brown and Shiue [2, Theorem 3] we know that
|C(m, :, 0)|> 1562 log m for infinitely many m. Hence these same m give
|C(m, :, #)|> 16036 log m infinitely often.
Suppose now that there are infinitely many t with i # St ci>k0 t. Then




4k0t and each of the
c2ni separated by at least one c2n {a2n , or a similar odd indexed sequence
c2ni&1 . To see this first separate the ci , i # St into odd subscripted c2i&1 ,
2i&1 # St and even subscripted c2i , 2i # St , and then divide each of these
in to two sequences by picking out every other element. In the proof of
Theorem 1 we showed that such a sequence leads to an m<qt with




2 . Similarly in
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for some m". Splitting the n2i into H1 :=[2ni : a2ni41] and H2 :=
[2ni : a2ni40], we plainly have
max
m<qt



















For large t taking the maximum of these clearly gives
max
m<qt






Now if  ti=1 ai41t then the above mentioned Corollary 3 bound gives
max
m<qt






a i 1656 log qt>
1
656 log m,
using the rough bound qt<exp(ti=1 ai).












ai9 } 10&10 log m. K
Lemma 5. The sums C(m, :, #) and &C(m, :, 1&#) differ by 0 or 1. For






if x  Z,
if x # Z,
we immediately have
C(m, :, #)+C(m, 1&:, 1&#)=&T(m, :, #),
where T(m, :, #) :=*[nm : n:+# # Z] is at most 1 by the irrationality
of :.
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Clearly
C(qt&m, :, #)=C(qt , :, #)& :
qt&m<nqt
([n:+#]& 12)





=C(qt , :, #)+[(qt&m) :+#]&[qt:+#]
&C(m, 1&:, [qt:+#])
where
&C(m, 1&:, [qt :+#])=C(m, :, [&#&qt:])+T(m, :, [qt:+#]).
Writing the sum over (0, m] as sums over (0, qt] and (qt , m+qt] less the
sum over (m, m+qt] we have
C(m, :, [&#&qt :])=C(m, :, 1&#)+C(qt , :, [&#&qt:])
&C(qt , :, [&#&(qt&m) :]).
It is easily seen from (2.1) (or Corollary 1 of [9]) that |C(qt , :, #)| 32 for
any #. Hence, since trivially T(m, :, #)=0 or 1, and |[x]&[ y]|<1,
& 112 <C(qt&m, :, #)&C(m, :, 1&#)<
13
2 . K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In the proof of Theorem 2 we shall only need to consider m with all their
zi # [0, 1, ai&1, ai]:
Lemma 6. Suppose that : has partial quotients ai2 and that the non-
homogeneous partial quotients ci of # satisfy
c2i&1= 12 (a2i&1+$2i&1), c2i=0, $2i&1=0, \1,
with
}w2i&1+ *2i&1|=2i&2 | q2i&2 }q2i&2 . (5.0)
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If m=z1q0+ } } } +zkqk&1 minimises C(m, :, #) in [qk&1 , qk) then each
zi # [0, 1, ai&1, ai]. Moreover we cannot have the following configurations
(zi&1 , zi)=(0, ai&1), when a i3 and i2,
{(z2i&1 , z2i)=(1, 0), z2i+1 {0, when a2i&13,(z2i&2 , z2i&1 , z2i)=(0, 1, 0), z2i+1 {0, when a2i&1=2.
Proof. The total dependence of C(m, :, #) on a particular zi can be
written
Li (m)=(&1) i Mi (zi , mi&1)+ziq i&1Wi (m)+Ui (m),
with
Wi (m) :=& :
k
j=i+1
(&1) j zj |=j&1| ,
and




_j (m, i) :=(zj& 12 (a j&$ j)&+j (mj&1&ziq i&1))
+
&(zj& 12 (aj&$ j)&+ j (mj&1))
+.
We observe the rough bounds
&|=2i |<W2i (m)<|=2i&1|, &|=2i&2 |<W2i&1(m)<|=2i&1|.
Plainly each _j (m, i)=0 or &1. If the sequence zj&1 , zj&2 , zj&3 , zj&4 , ...
takes the form 0, 12 (aj&2&$ j&2), 0,
1
2 (aj&4&$j&4), ..., then mj&1=
1
2
(qj&2&wj&2&} j&2) and + j (mj&1)=0. If the first term breaking this pat-
tern is a zj&1&2l {0 or a zj&2&2l> 12 (aj&2&2l&$ j&2&2l) for some l0,
then mj&1> 12 (q j&2&wj&2&} j&2) and + j (mj&1)=0 irrespective of the
remaining zi . If it is a zj&2&2l< 12 (aj&2&2l&$j&2&2l) then m j&1<
1
2
(qj&2&wj&2&} j&2) and +j (mj&1)=1 whatever the values of the remaining
zi . Moreover plainly _j (m, i)=0 unless zj> 12 (aj&$j).
Hence U2i&1(m)=0 unless there exists an s, 2i+12s&1k with
z2s&1> 12 (a2s&1&$2s&1), z2s&2=0, and z2s&1&2l=
1
2 (a2s&1&2l&$2s&1&2l),
z2S&2&2l=0 for any 1l<s&i, in which case
U2i&1(m)=_2s&1(m, 2i&1)
={0,&1,
for z2i&1< 12 (a2i&1&$2i&1)++2i&1(m2i&2);
for z2i&1 12 (a2i&1&$2i&1)++2i&1(m2i&2).
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Similarly U2i (m)=0 unless there exists an s, 2i+12s&1k with
z2s&1> 12 (a2s&1&$2s&1), and z2s&2l=0, z2s&1&2l=
1
2 (a2s&1&2l&$2s&1&2l),
for any 1l<s&i, in which case
U2i (m)=_2s&1(m, 2i)
={0,&1,
if z2i=0 or m2i&1 12 (q2i&1&w2i&1);
if z2i1 and m2i&1< 12 (q2i&1&w2i&1).
Now suppose that m=z1 q0+ } } } +zk qk&1 minimises C(m) in [qk&1 , qk).
Clearly zi must minimise Li (m) for each i (the remaining zj remaining
fixed).
When 1z2ia2i we see that U2i (m) is constant and L2i (m) is a quad-
ratic with minimum at the endpoints. Thus z2i # [0, 1, a2i&1, a2i] where
z2i {a2i&1 if z2i&1=0 and a2i&1&1{1.
Similarly U2i&1(m) is constant for z2i&1< 12 (a2i&1&$2i&1)++2i&1(m2i&2),















Hence z2i&1=0 or 1. Moreover, if z2i=0 and z2i+1 {0, then W2i&1>0,
giving z
*
< 12 and z2i&1 {1.
In the same way for z2i&1 12 (a2i&1&$2i&1)++2i&1(m2i&2), L2i&1(m) is






















Thus the minimum occurs at z2i&1=a2i&1&1 or a2i&1 . Moreover when
z2i&2=0, i2, we cannot have z2i&1=a2i&1&1, since m2i&2<q2i&3
causes z
*
>a2i&1& 12 . K
Theorem 2. If the partial quotients all satisfy ai2 and ** is as in
(1.8), then C(m, :, 12 (1\**)) &max(0, \**) for all m0.
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Proof. We assume that all the ai2. With a2nj&1 denoting the j th
odd-indexed odd partial quotient we set
$2i&1={0,(&1) j,













Hence by (2.1) if m=z1q0+ } } } +zkqk&1 we can write
C(m) :=C(m, :, #)= :
k
i=1
(&1) i Mi ,
where the Mi satisfy (2.2). We show that for any m>0
C(m) :=C(m, :, #)> &C0 , C0 :=max(0, 12*&1). (5.1)
We observe that the alternation in sign of the $2i&1 ensures that
|w2i&1|q2i&2 , |*2i&1| |=2i |, (5.2)
and that w2i&1 and *2i&1 are not both of the same sign. In particular (5.0)
holds and from Lemma 6 we can assume that in the sums of interest all the
zi # [0, 1, ai&1, ai]. Moreover we can rule out the configurations
zi=ai&1, zi&1=0 when ai3, and z2i&1=1, z2i=0, z2i+1 {0 when
a2i&13, and z2i&2=0, z2i&1=1, z2i=0, z2i+1 {0 when a2i&1=2. The
trickiest sums occur when m2t=q2ni&q2ni&1+q2ni&2&q2ni&3+ } } } , with
$2ni+1=&1. We show (5.1) via the stronger estimates
C(m2t)> 12 (q2t&q2t&2)( |=2t |+*2t&1)+E&C0 (5.3)
with
E=min( 12 ( |=2t&2 |& |=2t | )(q2t&2&w2t&1),
1
2 |=2t | q2t&2)>0
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|=2t&2 | \2m2t&2+1+q2t&2+w2t&1+ *2t&1|=2t&2 | q2t&2+&C0
(5.6)
if z2t&1=1, and when z2t=a2t
C(m2t)&C0+{
1
2 (2m2t+1+w2t+1) *2t+1 ,
if $2t+1=&1,
1





We proceed by induction on k=2t or 2t&1. We consider seven cases.
Cases (i) through (v) contain the induction step when k=2t&1 is odd or
when k=2t is even and z2t=a2t&1. Case (vi) deals with k=2t when
z2t=a2t and case (vii) when z2t=1.
Suppose that z2t=a2t&1 and that for some it we have z2j&1=a2j&1 ,
z2j&2=0 for all i< jt. Then it is enough to examine the following con-
figurations
(i) t>i2 and z2i&1=0.
(ii) i=1 and z1=a1&1.
(iii) ti2, z2i&1=a2i&1&1, z2i&2=a2i&2&1{1 or a2i&2 .
(iv) ti2, z2i&1=a2i&1&1, z2i&2=1.
(v) z2t&1=1 (with z2t&2=0 if a2t&1=2).
There then only remains to check the following cases for k=2t:
(vi) z2j=a2j , z2j&1=0 for all i< jt where i=0 or z2i {a2i .
(vii) z2t=1 (with z2t&1=0 if a2t=2).
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For convenience we shall write
S1 := 12 (q2t&q2t&2)( |=2t |+*2t&1)+
1









observing that (5.3) and (5.4) certainly hold when C(m2t)S1&C0 and
C(m2t&1)S3&C0 respectively.
In cases (i) through (iv) we have m2j&1=q2j&1&q2i&1+m2i&1 and


















( |=2j&3 | q2j&3&|=2j&1| q2j&1)
+(2m2i&1+1&2q2i&1)( |=2j&3 |&|=2j&1| )
+(w2j&3 |=2j&3 |&w2j&1 |=2j&1| )
+(*2j&1q2j&1&*2j&3q2j&3)+2+2j&1(m2j&2)
=E1+ 12 |=2t&1| (2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1)
+S3& 12++2i+1(m2i&1),
where




M2t= 12 (a2t&1) |=2t&1|
_(:2tq2t&1+q2t&2&q2t&1+2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1&w2t&1)
+ 12 (a2t&1) *2t&1q2t&1
= 12 (a2t&1) |=2t&1| (2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1&w2t&1)
+ 12 (a2t&1) *2t&1q2t&1
+ 12 ( |=2t&2 |&|=2t | ) q2t&2+
1
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Hence
C(m2t&1)=C(m2i&1)+E1+ 12 |=2t&1| (2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1)
+S3& 12++2i+1(m2i&1)
and,
C(m2t)=C(m2i&1)+E1+ 12 ( |=2t&2 |&|=2t | )(2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1)
+S1& 12++2i+1(m2i&1),
for i<t, the +2i+1(m2i&1) being omitted if i=t.
Case (i). If z2i&1=0 with 1i<t, we have +2i+1(m2i&1)=1 and, from
the rough bounds 0m2i&1<q2i&1 and (5.2),




2 |=2i | q2i&1
=&12+
1
2 |=2i&1| (a2i&1) q2i&1>&
1
2.
Hence C(m2i&1)&C0 gives C(m2t&1)>S3&C0 and C(m2t)>S1&C0 .
In cases (ii) through (iv) we have m2i&1=q2i&1&q2i&2&q2i&3+m2i&2 ,
and
&M2i&1 12 (a2i&1&1) |=2i&2 | ((a2i&1&1) q2i&2+2m2i&2+1+w2i&1)







E3= 12 (2m2i&2+1)( |=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 | )+
1
2 (q2i&2+q2i&3)( |=2i&2 |&*2i&3)
& 12 ( |=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 | )(q2i&3&w2i&3),
gives




C(m2t)C(m2i&2)+E3+ 12 ( |=2t&2 |& |=2t | )(2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1)+S1&
1
2 ,
with equality if +2i&1(m2i&2)=0.
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and
C(m2t)=S1+ 12 ( |=2t&2 |&|=2t | )&
1
2*&1>S1&C0 .
Case (iii). Suppose first that z2i&2=a2i&2&1{1. Then z2i&3 {0 and
m2i&2(a2i&2&1) q2i&3+q2i&4=q2i&2&q2i&3 . From (5.3) we have
C(m2i&2) 12 (q2i&2&q2i&4)( |=2i&2 |+*2i&3)&C0 . Thus writing
E3=1+ 12 ( |=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 | )(2(m2i&2&q2i&2)+1)
& 12 ( |=2i&2 |+*2i&3)(q2i&2+q2i&3)
& 12 ( |=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 | )(q2i&3&w2i&3),
we have
C(m2i&2)+E31&(|=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 | ) q2i&3
& 12 ( |=2i&2 |+*2i&3)(q2i&3+q2i&4)
& 12 ( |=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 | )(q2i&3&w2i&3)&C0
1&(|=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 | ) q2i&3
& 12 ( |=2i&3 |+|=2i&2 | )(q2i&3+q2i&4)&C0
= 12+
1
2 |=2i&3 | ((a2i&2&3) q2i&3+:2i&2(2q2i&3&q2i&4))
&C0> 12&C0 ,
and C(m2t&1)>S3&C0 and C(m2t)>S1&C0 .
Similarly, if z2i&2=a2i&2 then m2i&2q2i&2&q2i&4 . Hence if $2i&10









C(m2i&2)+E31&|=2i&3 | q2i&4& 12 |=2i&3 | q2i&3
& 12*2i&3q2i&3+
1
2 |=2i&3 | w2i&3&C0
1& 12 |=2i&3 | (q2i&3+3q2i&4)&
1
2 |=2i&2 | q2i&3&C0
= 12+
1
2 |=2i&3 | ((a2i&2&2) q2i&3+(q2i&3&2q2i&4))&C0
> 12&C0 .
If $2i&1=&1 then
C(m2i&2) 12 (q2i&2&2q2i&4+w2i&3) *2i&1&C0
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and
C(m2i&2)+E31& 12 (2q2i&4+q2i&3&w2i&3)
_( |=2i&3 |&|=2i&2 |+*2i&1)&C0
1& 12 |=2i&3 | (2q2i&4+q2i&3)&C0>
1
2&C0 .








C(m2t&1)=C(m2i&3)+E4+ 12 |=2t&1| (2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1)+S3
and
C(m2t)=C(m2i&3)+E4+ 12 ( |=2t&2 |& |=2t | )(2q2i&1&2m2i&1&1)+S1 ,
where
E4=&12 |=2i&2 | (2m2i&3+1+w2i&3&q2i&2)&
1
2*2i&3q2i&2 .
Thus it is enough to show that C(m2i&3)+E4 &C0 .
If w2i&30 and *2i&30 we have
C(m2i&3)+E4C(m2i&3)+ 12 |=2i&2 | (q2i&2&2q2i&3&q2i&4)
>C(m2i&3)&C0 .
So we can assume that w2i&30 and *2i&30. Since |=2i&2 |*2i&3 and
(q2i&2&2m2i&3&1&w2i&3)>0 it is plainly enough to show that
C(m2i&3)S2&C0 , w2i&30, *2i&30, (5.8)
where
S2 := 12 *2i&3(2m2i&3+1+w2i&3).
If m2i&3=0 then S2= 12*2i&3(1+w2i&3), and S20 if w2i&3<0 and
S2= 12*&1C0 if w2i&3=0. So we assume that m2i&3 {0. Let ki be such
that $2j&3=0 for any k< ji with $2k&3=&1 or k=1.
Suppose first that zj=0 for all 2k&3 j2i&3. If z2k&4=0 then
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and (5.8) is clear. If z2k&4=1 with a2k&43 or z2k&5=0, then







2 |=2k&5 | (q2k&5+3q2k&6)





2 |=2k&5 | ((a2k&4&2) q2k&5
+(q2k&5&2q2k&6))&C0
 12*2k&3q2k&5&C0 .
If z2k&4=a2k&4 then (5.8) is immediate from the (5.7) bound C(m2k&4)
 12 (2m2k&4+1+w2k&3) *2k&3&C0 . If z2k&4=a2k&4&1, with a2k&43






while C(m2k&4)> 12 *2k&3(q2k&4&q2k&6)&C0 from (5.3).
So we may assume that zj {0 for some 2k&3 j2i&3. If the largest















Here, since *2l&1|=2l |< 12|=2l&1| and m2l&1q2l&1&1 if a2l3, with






2 if a2l3 and
1
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If the first non-zero term is a z2l&1=1 then |=2l&2 |>*2l&1=*2i&3 ,
w2l&1=w2i&3 and (5.6) gives
C(m2l&1) 12 |=2l&2 | (2m2l&2+1+q2l&2+w2l&1)
+ 12*2l&1 q2l&2&C0S2&C0 .
Similarly if the first non-zero term encountered is a z2l=a2l then
|=2l |>*2l+1=*2i&3 , w2l+1=w2i&3 and
C(m2l) 12 (2m2l+1&q2l+w2l+1) |=2l |+
1
2*2l+1q2l&C0>S2&C0 .
Finally if z2l=a2l&1, with a2l3 or z2l&1 {0, we have m2i&3
q2l&q2l&2&1 giving S2 12*2i&2(q2l&q2l&2), while (5.3) gives
C(m2l) 12 ( |=2l |+*2l&1)(q2l&q2l&2)&C0
1
22*2i&3(q2l&q2l&2)&C0 .
Hence in all cases (5.8) holds.
Case (v). When z2t&1=1 the bound C(m2t&1) &M2t&1&C0 gives
(5.6), where, since w2t&1 and *2t&1 are of opposite sings, with w2t&1
&q2t&2 and *2t&1>&|=2t |,
&M2t&1= 12 |=2t&2 | (2m2t&2+1+q2t&2+w2t&1)+
1
2*2t&1q2t&2
> 12 |=2t&2 | (2m2t&2+1)>0.
Similarly
M2t&M2t&1= 12 ( |=2t |+*2t&1)(q2t&q2t&2)+
1




2 (2m2t&2+1)( |=2t&1|+ |=2t | )&
1
2 |=2t | q2t&2
& 12 ( |=2t&1|+|=2t | )(q2t&1&w2t&1)&
1
2 (*2t&1+|=2t | )(q2t&1&q2t&2)
 12&
1
2 ( |=2t&1|+ |=2t | )(q2t&1+q2t&2)
&|=2t | (q2t&1&q2t&2)& 12 |=2t | q2t&2
= 12 |=2t&1| (a2t&1&2:2t) q2t&1>0,
and (5.3) is clear.
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( |=2j | q2j&|=2j&2 | q2j&2)
+( |=2j&2 |&|=2j | )(2q2i&2m2i&1)
+(*2j+1q2j&*2j&1q2j&2)+( |=2j | w2j+1&|=2j&2 | w2j&1)
=R1&R2
where




R2 := 12 |=2i | (2m2i+1&q2i+w2i+1)+
1
2*2i+1q2i .






Suppose that for some kt we have $2j&1=0 for any k< jt, with
$2k&1=1 or k=0. Now if 2i2k&4 we have
1
2*2t&1(2q2i&2m2i&1&w2t&1)
 & 12 |*2t&1| (2q2k&4&(q2k&2&q2k&4))>0
and again it is sufficient to show that C(m2i)R2&C0 . Writing
R3 := 12 (*2i+1+|=2i | )(2m2i+1&q2i+w2i+1)
observe that if 2i2k&2 we have *2t&1=*2i+1 , w2t&1=w2i+1 and
& 12*2t&1(2q2i&2m2i&1&w2t&1)+R2=R3 .
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Hence it is certainly enough to show that
C(m2i) &C0+{R2 ,max(R2 , R3),
if w2i+10 and *2i+10;
if w2i+10 and *2i+10.
(5.9)
Notice that when *2i+1<0 we have R3>R2 if and only if (2q2i&2m2i&




2*&1 or 0 as $1=1 or 0, so we we can assume that
i1.
Suppose first that w2i+10 and *2i+10.
If z2i=0 and z2i&1=a2i&1&1 or a2i&1 then m2i<q2i&1 and
R2 12 |=2i | (2q2i&1&q2i)+
1
2 |=2i+2 | q2i










2 |=2i | q2i&1&C0





 14 |=2i&1| (q2i&q2i&2)&C0 .
If z2i=0 and z2i&11 with z2i&1=0 if a2i&1=2, then m2i<2q2i&2 if
a2i&13 and m2i<q2i&2 if a2i&1=2 give
R2 12 |=2i | (2m2i&q2i)+
1
2 |=2i+2 | q2i
1
2 |=2i | (2m2i&
3
4q2i)<0.
If z2i=1 (with a2i3 or a2i=2 and z2i&1=0) then m2i&1<q2i&1 when
a2i3 and m2i&1<q2i&2 when a2i=2 give
R2= 12 |=2i | (2q2i&1+2m2i&1+1&q2i)+
1
2 |=2i | w2i&1+
1
2*2i&1 q2i
 12 |=2i | (q2i&1&q2i&2)+
1
2 |=2i | w2i&1+
1
2*2i&1q2i .
Hence C(m2i)>R2&C0 follows from (5.5) if
1








If $2i+1=0 then w2i&10 and *2i&1|=2i | and the bound follows since
1





2 |=2i&1| ((1&:2i)(a2i&1) q2i&1&q2i&2)<
1
2 .
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Similarly if $2i+1=&1 then w2i&1q2i&2 and *2i&10 where
1




2 ( |=2i |+|=2i&1| ) q2i&2
= 12&
1
2 |=2i&1| ((a2i&2) q2i&1+(q2i&1&2q2i&2))<
1
2 .
If z2i=a2i&1 (with a2i3 or a2i=2 and z2i&1 {0) then m2i<q2i&q2i&2
and
R2= 12 |=2i | (2m2i+1&q2i+w2i&1)+
1
2*2i&1q2i
 12 ( |=2i |+*2i&1)(q2i&q2i&2)&
1
2 |=2i | q2i&2+
1
2 |=2i | w2i&1+
1
2*2i&1q2i&2
 12 ( |=2i |+*2i&1)(q2i&q2i&2),
while C(m2i) 12 ( |=2i |+*2i&1)(q2i&q2i&2)&C0 from (5.3).
Thus we may assume that w2i+10 and *2i+10.
When $2i+1=0 the bound m2i(a2i&1) q2i&1+m2i&1<q2i&q2i&2
gives (2q2i&2m2i&1&w2i+1)(2q2i&2+1&w2i&1)>0 so that max
(R2 , R3)=R3 . If z2i=0 then m2i<q2i&1 and
R3<& 12 ( |=2i |+*2i+1)(q2i&2q2i&1&w2i&1)<0
and (5.9) is plain. If z2i=1 (with a2i3 or z2i&1=0) then the bounds
m2i&1<q2i&1 when a2i3 and m2i&1<q2i&2 when a2i=2 give
R3 12 ( |=2i |+*2i&1)(2q2i&1+2m2i&1&q2i+q2i&2)







= 12 ( |=2i |+*2i&1) q2i&1+
1
2 |=2i&1| ((a2i&2) q2i&1
+(q2i&1&2q2i&2))&C0 .
If z2i=a2i&1 (with a2i3 or z2i&1 {0) then m2i<q2i&q2i&2 and w2i+1=
w2i&1q2i&2 give R3< 12 (*2i&1+|=2i | )(q2i&q2i&2) and (5.9) follows from
(5.3).
So we assume that $2i+1=1. If z2i=a2i&1 (with a2i3 or z2i&1 {0)
then m2iq2i&q2i&1&q2i&2+m2i&1 gives
(2q2i&2m2i&1&w2i+1)(2q2i&1+2q2i&2&2m2i&1&(q2i&q2i&2))<0
so that max(R2 , R3)=R2 and we proceed exactly as when w2i+10 and
*2i+10 above.
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2 *2i&1 q2i&1&C0 .







2 |=2i | (q2i&1+2m2i&1+1)
= 12 |=2i&1| ((a2i&1) q2i&1&q2i&2&:2i (2m2i&1+1))>0,
which follows on observing that :2i (2m2i&1+1)<q2i&1 when a2i3, and
:2i (2m2i&1+1)<q2i&2 if a2i=2. We obtain C(m2i)R2&C0 just as when
$2i+1=0, w2i+10, *2i+10 above.
If z2i=0 then m2i<q2i&1 and (2q2i&2m2i&1&w2i+1)(2q2i&2q2i&1
+1&q2i)>0 and
max(R2 , R3)=R3= 12*2i&1(2m2i&1+1+w2i&1)










It is enough to show that
C(m2t&1) 12 |=2t&1| (2m2t&1&2q2t&2+1)&C0 ,
where z2t&1=0 if a2t=2. If z2t&1=0 then m2t&1<q2t&2 and this is
immediate. If z2t&1=1 then this amounts to checking that C(m2t&1)
1
2 |=2t&1| (2m2t&2+1)&C0 which follows from (5.6) since (q2t&2+w2t&1+
(*2t&2 |=2t&2 | ) q2t&2)>0. If z2t&1=a2t&1 or a2t&1&1 then it is enough to
show that C(m2t&1)|=2t&1| (q2t&1&q2t&2)&C0 which follows from (5.4)
since 12 |=2t&1| (3q2t&1&q2t&2+:2tq2t&1)
1
2 for a2t3. K
Proof of the refinements (1.9) and (1.10). To obtain (1.9) observe that
(5.4) and (5.6) are both at least 12 |=2t&2 | (q2t&2+1). For (1.10) observe
that 12 |=2t |(q2t&1) is smaller than anything in (5.3) or (5.5) except possibly
when a2t=2, z2t=1, z2t&1=0. In this latter case the bound (5.5) is easily




2 |=2t | (q2t&1) on
observing in case (vii) that m2t&2<q2t&3 if z2t&2=0 and that C(m2t&2)&
1
2 |=2t&1| (2m2t&2 +1 &2q2t &3) 
1
2 |=2t&2 | (q2t&2 & 1) & |=2t&1| (q2t&2 & 1)
>0 if z2t&2 {0.
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When z2t=a2t
C(m2t)=C(q2t&1)+C(m2t&2)&C(q2t&2&1)
+(|=2t&2 |&|=2t | )(q2t&2&1&m2t&2).
Hence if m2t&2 is in [q2t&3 , q2t&2) we obtain (1.10) inductively from
C(m2t&2)C(q2t&2&1). Suppose that m2t&2 is in [0, q2t&3). Using the
bound C(m2t&3) 12 |=2t&3 | (m2t&3+1) when m2t&2 is in [q2t&4 , q2t&3)
(this is readily deduced from (5.4) and (5.6)), and C(m2t&4)0 when
m2t&2 is in [0, q2t&4), we certainly have C(m2t&2)&( |=2t&2 |&|=2t | )
(1+m2t&2)>&(|=2t&2 |& |=2t | ) q2t&4 and, since |=2t |< 14 |=2t&2 |,
C(m2t)C(q2t&1)& 12 |=2t&2 | q2t&2+
3
4 |=2t&2 | (q2t&2&q2t&4)
=C(q2t&1)+ 14 |=2t&2 | (q2t&2&3q2t&4)>C(q2t&1). K
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